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The pattern configuration and interface structure in epitaxial BiFeO3-CoFe2O4 heterostructures

grown on (010)pc NdGaO3 substrates have been investigated systematically by transmission

electron microscopy and chemical analysis. The crystal orientation of CoFe2O4 variants was tuned

to [111]CFO, while BiFeO3 kept [010]pc matching the substrate. Triangular prism-shaped CoFe2O4

embedded in the BiFeO3 matrix grew as an equilibrium island mode with {111}CFO as its surfaces

and interfaces. Two types of BiFeO3-CoFe2O4 orientation relationships were determined as

(001)[010]BFO//(0-22)[111]CFO and (101)[010]BFO//(�220)[111]CFO. The results reveal that the

dominant factors controlling the growth orientation of the present vertical heterostructures are

surface energy anisotropy and atomic structure continuity. VC 2013 American Institute of Physics.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4796037]

Heterostructures provide a powerful route to manipulate

the interplay of lattice, charge, orbital, and spin degrees of

freedom in complex oxides, which covers a broad spectrum

of intriguing functionalities and offers tremendous opportu-

nities for next-generation electronic devices.1,2 Among com-

plex oxide heterostructures, high interface-to-volume ratio

vertical nanostructures have drawn a considerable spotlight

and been used to tune the functionalities. Examples can be

found in the (La,Ca)MnO3-MgO system with tunable Curie

temperatures,3 the BaTiO3-CoFe2O4 system with enhanced

interfacial coupling,4,5 magnetic-field-assisted electrically

controllable magnetoelectric coupling in CoFe2O4-BiFeO3

(CFO-BFO),6 low magnetic-field driven colossal magnetore-

sistance in (La,Sr)MnO3-ZnO,7,8 abnormal dielectric

response in BiFeO3-Sm2O3,9 and enhanced ferroelectricity

in BaTiO3-Sm2O3.10 In this type of the heterostructures, the

lattice misorientation of the constituent materials plays a key

role in determining the couplings between phases. The stud-

ies so far on vertical columnar heterostructures are focused

on the constituent materials with the same crystallographic

orientations: a simple cube-on-cube orientation relationship

between the component phases and also the substrate, which

is solely determined by the orientation of substrate.11–16 On

the other hand, however, such structures and phase orienta-

tion were unitary and the tuning ability of properties is lim-

ited. It is well known that the degree of coupling between the

ordered parameters and hence the significance of nanostruc-

tures are considerably dependent on the nanostructure con-

figurations including domain patterns and shapes as well as

structures and properties of the interfaces.17 Exploring vari-

ous crystallographic orientation relationships in the compos-

ite films become extremely important.

Recently, by taking the CFO-BFO self-assembled nano-

structure as a model system, an effective approach was

demonstrated to control the relative orientations of CFO and

BFO by strain engineering of BFO thin films using substrates

with different crystal structures and lattice parameters.18 It

was also shown the relevant physics with different relative

crystal orientations. The plentiful combination forms of

nanostructures and regulations on the crystallographic orien-

tation of the constituent phases can provide more ways on

tailoring degrees of freedom of complex oxide heterostruc-

tures. However, the interface structure and the underline

growth mechanisms on these new orientation combinations

are yet to be addressed, which is a prerequisite to understand

the coupling mechanism among ferroelectricity, magnetism,

and elasticity. In the present study, microstructure, phase

constituent, and orientation relationship have been investi-

gated systematically on BiFeO3-CoFe2O4 nanocomposite

thin films grown on a (010)pc NdGaO3 (NGO) substrate (sub-

script pc represents pseudocubic). Special crystallography

orientation relationships in the epitaxial model system other

than the traditional cube-on-cube one reported before were

investigated in detail. The hetero-interface structure at an

atomic scale was studied by high resolution transmission

electron microscopy (HRTEM), and the growth mechanism

was also discussed.

The nanocomposite thin films of BiFeO3-CoFe2O4 were

grown on orthorhombic perovskite (010)pc-NdGaO3 sub-

strates using a composite target with molar ratio of

0.65BFO-0.35CFO by pulsed laser deposition at 700 �C in

O2 (200 mTorr). BFO is a rhombohedrally distorted perov-

skite structure with the lattice parameter apc¼ 3.96 Å (R3c,

S.G. 161). It displays a large ferroelectric characteristic

at room temperature.19 CFO is ferromagnetic with a cubic

Fd3m spinel structure, which the parameters are

a¼ b¼ c¼ 8.396 Å, approximately double unit cell of BFO.

While NGO used as the substrate in the present paper is a

perovskite structure with an orthorhombic distortion. Its

space group is Pbn21 with the lattice parameter ofa)Electronic mail: qzhan@mater.ustb.edu.cn
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apc¼ 3.85 Å.20 The following indexing and discussion on

NGO and BFO were referred to the pseudocubic structure

for simplicity. The composition and microstructure were

characterized by X-ray diffraction, transmission electron mi-

croscopy (TEM), and scanning transmission electron micros-

copy (STEM) techniques. Cross-section as well as plan-view

samples for TEM studies were prepared by standard ion mill-

ing techniques. TEM investigations were carried out using

an FEI Tecnai F20 equipped with high-angle annular dark-

field detector. The electronic diffraction patterns were

acquired at a JEOL-2010 microscope operating at 200 kV.

The films were characterized by X-ray diffraction to

explore the quality and epitaxial growth situation. Distinct

peaks for BFO and CFO were observed in addition to reflec-

tions from the NGO substrate in Fig. 1(a). The results indi-

cated that the film exhibited high degree of crystallinity, and

the two constituent phases had a good epitaxial orientation

with NGO substrate. The out-of-plane oriented crystallo-

graphic relationship is determined to be (111)CFO//

(010)pcBFO//(010)pcNGO.

Figures 1(b)–1(f) are Z-dependent contrast low magnifi-

cation morphologies of the BFO-CFO nanostructure on

(010)pc-oriented NGO substrate from both plan-view and

cross-section orientations and the corresponding electron

diffraction patterns (EDPs). Z-contrast imaging helps elimi-

nate contrast contributions that originate from coherent strain

effects and highlight mass-thickness differences. It is espe-

cially suitable for investigating phase separation in compos-

ite films when the atomic numbers “Z” of elements in two

phases are adequately different. In our model system,

BiFeO3 phase containing heavy atoms of Bi(83) exhibited

much brighter contrast meanwhile CoFe2O4 phase contain-

ing relative light Co(27) atoms presented darker contrast in

strong atomic number Z-contrast images. Obviously, the two

phases spontaneously separated and self-assembled during

heteroepitaxial growth. On the (010)pc NGO substrate, CFO

nanopillars with no obvious shape anisotropy were embed-

ded in the BFO matrix and extended through the whole film.

The interfaces between the two constituent phases as well as

the substrate were flat and sharp. The interface between BFO

and CFO tilted about 70� to the substrate surface (Fig. 1(e)),

which lay on {111} planes of CFO. It was confirmed by the

following HRTEM image. The surface of CFO nanostructure

presented a triangular-like platform with {111}CFO planes as

its surface while BFO exhibited a flat (010)pc surface.

To understand the orientation relationship clearly, the

selected area EDPs of the nanocomposite thin films were

analyzed in detail. Two types of orientation relationships

were obtained from plan-view EDPs, as shown in Figs. 1(c)

and 1(d). Both of them revealed that [111]CFO oriented

variants of CFO coexisted in the nanocomposite film, with

the triangular-like platforms rotating around [111]CFO

direction of CFO ([010]pc BFO/NGO). Two types of typical

orientation relationships between CFO and BFO can be

determined as

(001)BFO//(0-22)CFO, [010]BFO//[111]CFO (Fig. 1(c))

(101)BFO//(�220)CFO, [010]BFO//[111]CFO (Fig. 1(d))

Also, the out of plane orientation relationship was

obtained from the cross-sectional EDP (Fig. 1(f)): (111)CFO//

(010)BFO//(010)NGO, which is consist with the XRD results.

The existence of additional weak spots in the EDPs besides

the main ones are probably due to the presence of some

small crystal nucleus since the growth kinetic factors affect

the nanostructures. Remarkably, the crystal orientation of tri-

angular prism-shaped CFO nanopillars were tuned to

[111]CFO in the growth direction while BFO kept [010]pc

matching the NGO substrate. This interesting nanostructure

configuration is quite different from previous reports of sim-

ple “cube-on-cube” orientation relationship between the two

component phases and also the substrate studied extensively

in perovskite-spinel systems.4,11–13

The normalized line profile of energy-dispersive X-ray

spectroscopy (EDS) across a CFO nanopillar was collected

to explore the composition distribution and chemical interac-

tion across the interface of BFO and CFO, as shown in

Fig. 2. The contents of Bi went down sharply from the BFO

phase with a brighter contrast to the dark trapezoid shaped

CFO phase while the tendency on the Co was reversed.

Furthermore, the profile of Fe element in CFO revealed

higher counts than those in BFO, which was consistent with

the elemental stoichiometric ratio in each phase. The drastic

change of the typical elements profiles at the interface dem-

onstrated that the interdiffusion between BFO and CFO can

FIG. 1. (a) XRD h-2h scan of BiFeO3-CoFe2O4 composite films on (010)pc

NdGaO3 substrate. (b) Low magnification Z-contrast image of the BiFeO3-

CoFe2O4 film in plan-view sample and the corresponding diffraction pat-

terns with different in-plane orientation relationship (c) and (d). (e) High

angle annular dark field (HAADF) image showing the cross-sectional mor-

phology of the BiFeO3-CoFe2O4 film. (f) Selected area diffraction pattern of

the composite film and partial substrate in cross-sectional sample.

111903-2 Zhu et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 102, 111903 (2013)
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be negligible since perovskite and spinel have little solid

solubility into each other. That is why the two phases can

spontaneously separate and self-assemble during the heteroe-

pitaxial growth.

The heterostructure with unusual combination patterns

would exhibit intriguing interface structures. Figure 3 gives

the HRTEM images of the BFO-CFO interface from plan-

view and cross-sectional directions, respectively. Both of the

HRTEM images revealed sharp and well-defined interfaces

between BFO and CFO. The two phases exhibited good

epitaxial relationships: (001)[010]BFO//(0-22)[111]CFO (Fig.

3(a)) and (111)[110]CFO//(010)[100]BFO (Fig. 3(c)), in ac-

cordance with one of the two typical orientation relationships

revealed in Fig. 1(c). The interface between BFO and CFO

was along [110]CFO/[100]BFO direction and lay on the

{111}CFO plane with 70� tilt to the (010)pc substrate surface

(Fig. 3(c)). In order to reveal the lattice mismatch, HRTEM

images were Fourier filtered by keeping only the Fourier

component parallel to the interface, as shown in Figs. 3(b)

and 3(d). The theoretical lattice mismatch of bulk BFO (hkl)
and CFO (h0k0l0) planes can be calculated by the formula

d ¼
jdðhklÞBFO � dðh0 k0 l0 ÞCFOj�
dðhklÞBFO þ dðh0 k0 l0 ÞCFO

�
=2
: (1)

Along the projection of [010]BFO/[111]CFO direction, the

theoretical lattice mismatch between BFO(001) planes and

CFO(0-22) planes is about �30%. It matches the misfit

exhibited in Fig. 3(b), in which an extra plane of (0-22)CFO

was observed around every three CFO planes. Meanwhile,

along the [100]BFO/[110]CFO direction, the one dimen-

sional Fourier filtered image (Fig. 3(d)) revealed that an

extra (010) plane of BFO appeared about every five BFO

planes, corresponding to a calculated lattice misfit of �20%.

Thus, the lattice mismatch was almost relaxed both in the

film plane and normal to the film. When modeling the physi-

cal properties of the composite thin films, the strain effect on

the physical properties can be neglected safely, i.e., the

ground-state properties (elasticity, ferroelectricity, and mag-

netism) of BFO and CFO can be used.

A high-resolution triple junction close to the NGO sub-

strate is shown in Figure 4. The c-axis of orthorhombic NGO

substrate lay in-plane confirmed by the periodic lattice of

0.77 nm, which is a typical character in an orthorhombic

structure. Good wettabilty of BFO with the substrate was

observed and (111)CFO planes formed as the interfaces

between the constituent phases and also with the substrate. It

needs to emphasize that the CFO nanopillars rotated around

[111]CFO growth direction and presented a prism shape in

the present study. Therefore, it is not easy to obtain a clear

edge-on lattice image of CFO from the cross-sectional

projection.

The plentiful combination forms of vertical nanostruc-

tures and regulations on the crystallographic orientation as

well as the defined interface structures between the constitu-

ent phases may provide plentiful choices to tailor degrees of

freedom. Thus, one can manipulate the functionalities in

strong correlated complex oxides and offer attractive possi-

bilities for device applications. In the present study, CFO

FIG. 2. (a) Cross-sectional HAADF

images with a typical line for line scan-

ning. (b) Line scan spectrum of basic

elements obtained along the orange line

marked in (a).

FIG. 3. (a) A high resolution TEM image in plan-view [010]BFO/[111]CFO

direction showing the interface. (b) The one dimensional Fourier filtered

image of (a). (c) High resolution cross-section TEM image of the BiFeO3-

CoFe2O4 interface with the incident beam direction along [100]BFO/

[110]CFO. (d) The corresponding one dimensional Fourier filtered image of

(c), revealing the lattice mismatch of BFO(010) and CFO(111) planes.

111903-3 Zhu et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 102, 111903 (2013)
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nanopillars on the NGO substrate with no obvious shape ani-

sotropy resulted in quite different magnetic hysteresis loops

both in-plane and out of plane directions, compared with that

of CFO on Slater-type orbital (STO) with cube-on-cube ori-

entations.18 In fact, many thermodynamic factors may affect

the pattern configurations of such vertical nanostructures

during heteroepitaxial growth, such as the interfacial energy,

surface energy, elastic energy, etc. And of course the differ-

ence of the crystal structure and atomic structural continuity

between the constituent phases and perovskite substrates

should be also taken into account. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) give

the crystal structure model of cubic CFO and orthorhombic

perovskite NGO, respectively. There is no distortion in the

spinel structure of CFO while NGO has an orthorhombic dis-

torted perovskite structure with the pseudo-cubic lattice pa-

rameter of apc� 3.85 Å. It is worth to note that the lattice

mismatch between CFO and NGO is relative larger, around

9%. The most important thing is that the GaO6 octahedra in

NGO distorts heavily, which rotates about 10.52� around

[001]pc c-axis and tilts �13.44� in an opposite direction

(determined using the measurement method proposed by

Zayak et al.21). The distortion degree of NGO is much larger

compared with those used in most cases before, such as the

ideal cubic SrTiO3 or rhombohedral LaAlO3 perovskite sub-

strates on which the vertical nanostructures exhibit cube-on-

cube relations with the substrates.13,15,17,22 Thus the lattice

matching and atomic structural continuity decrease a lot

when CFO phase with a spinel structure is grown on a heav-

ily distorted NGO perovskite substrate. Therefore, the con-

straint effect of the NGO substrate on the growth orientation

of CFO is weakened, and the surface energy anisotropy of

CFO controls its growth orientation. On a (010)pc orientated

NGO substrate, CFO prefers to grow in an equilibrium island

mode with {111}CFO as its surfaces and interfaces since its

{111} planes have the lowest surface energy.23 Therefore,

CFO formed the triangular prism-shaped islands with

{111}CFO as its surfaces and interfaces. For BFO with a per-

ovskite structure, the {100} planes typically have the lowest

surface energy. When grown on a (010)pc orientated NGO

substrate, BFO wets the substrate surface and keeps [010]

orientation during the epitaxial growth since both of them

have a perovskite structure. The schematic of an ideal struc-

ture model for BFO-CFO films on a (010)pc NGO substrate

is shown in Fig. 5(c).

In principle, the complicated strain state in the films

should also be considered, which was emphasized a lot pre-

viously. Orthorhombic NGO applies an in-plane anisotropic

compressive stress to both BFO and CFO. It is known that

the crystal structure of BFO is sensitive to the applied stress,

which may affect the growth mode of CFO in turn.

However, according to our results shown in Fig. 3, the misfit

strain between BFO and CFO was almost released. In prac-

tice, no obvious shape anisotropy on CFO nanopillars was

observed. CFO nanopillars rotated around [111]CFO direction

in the (111)CFO plane and variants formed instead.

Therefore, the anisotropic strain is not a dominant factor

affecting the formation of CFO in the present BFO-CFO/

NGO system, confirming the importance of the surface

energy anisotropy and the atomic structure continuity on tun-

ing the configuration of vertical nanostructures.

In conclusion, our results demonstrate an attractive

nanostructure configuration with unusual heterointerface

structures and orientation relationships in the BiFeO3-

CoFe2O4 model system when grown on [010]pc NdGaO3

substrates. CFO nanopillars with no obvious shape anisot-

ropy were distributed homogeneously in the BFO matrix.

The crystal orientation of CFO nanopillars was tuned to

[111]CFO in the growth direction, while BFO kept [010]pc

matching the NGO substrate. Triangular prism-shaped CFO

rotated around the [111]CFO growth direction in the

(111)CFO/(010)BFO/NGO plane and grew in an equilibrium

island mode with {111}CFO as its surfaces and interfaces.

The analysis shows that the dominant factors controlling the

FIG. 4. A high resolution cross-sectional TEM image showing BFO-CFO-

substrate triple junction in the NGO/BFO[100]c direction.

FIG. 5. (a) Unit cell of spinel CFO with cubic structure. (b) Unit cell of

orthorhombic distorted NGO structure with the rotation and tilting of GaO6

octahedra. (c) Three-dimensional model for CFO-BFO films grown on

(010)pc NGO substrate.
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growth orientation of the present vertical nanostructures are

surface energy anisotropy and atomic structure continuity.
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